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Code audits answer several important
questions that impact future planning for an
application:
1 What is the testing approach? 

2 Does the application support automated testing, or does it require manual
testing? 

3 Does the application present any security or maintainability risks? 

4 Is the application scalable? 

5 Is the application missing any functionality that’s critical to proper
functionality? 

6 Is the client planning to add additional functionality over time? Can the
application support that? Will the server be able to continue managing the
load, use and growth of the user base?
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Why Code Audits are Beneficial

Provide Peace of Mind as Business Needs Evolve
Even for clients that have a strong relationship with their development partner, certain
business requirements may create a need for a third-party code review or security
audit. Several of AppIt’s clients leverage our code audit services as they work through M&A
activities, plan additional development, manage ongoing maintenance and support, onboard
new developers, provide assurances to clients, give insight to key decision makers, help with
budget planning or support company fundraising initiatives.
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Protect Your Business Outcomes
The best technology improves processes, facilitates efficiency, streamlines workflows,
and seamlessly integrates into users’ day-to-day operations. The end goal of any
application is to increase the bottom line – either by increasing revenue or reducing cost.
If a poorly designed, or poorly built application, is sucking time and resources,
it’s important to identify where improvements can be made as quickly as possible. Code
audits provide visibility into areas of opportunity, allowing you to make a fully
informed plan about what’s best for your business.

Protect Your Scope, Timeline and Budget
If you’re concerned that issues may reside under the surface of your software platforms,
that fear of the unknown can have drastic impacts on how you plan for and execute your
scope, timeline and budget of a software project. These impacts are magnified when
modifying an existing application because there are exponentially more variables
compared with building a software platform from scratch. A code audit will highlight any
issues with an application, including maintainability risks, security gaps and
software bugs. Understanding all of these items before beginning a new development
project will help reduce the risk of a ballooning scope, timeline and budget slips during
development.

The Risks in Custom Software Development
Any custom software project is inherently risky,
due to the number of variables that go into a
project. Unforeseen development roadblocks
can dramatically shift the budget or timeline of
a project. 

Furthermore, constant advances in technology can
impact the overall design, architecture, integration
and approach for a software development project.

Challenges with integration can make or break

functionality and if your software isn’t well
documented, this will lead to cost increases. Even
slight changes in the design of an application can
lead to tens of thousands of dollars in budget
differences. 

In addition to these risks, clients who select the
wrong development partner can face major 
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challenges that magnify these common project

A code audit is one of those essential steps

risks. At AppIt, we frequently work with clients

that companies with mature practices around

who have had a tough experience with previous

software development routinely

development partners. 



employ. Ultimately, this audit will provide a solid
roadmap for delivery and ensure your project

While changing development teams can be

continues to meet and exceed your goals.



a challenge, there are important choices a
business can make in order to ensure a smooth
transition.

Reasons to Change Development
Partners
Often times we talk with prospective clients who are frustrated with their current
development partner, but aren’t sure if it’s the right time to part ways. 


Furthermore, they’re nervous about leaving the stability of their current partner, for fear
that it could risk the software, even if there are consistent and nagging challenges with
the existing partner related to communication, turnaround time, quality of work, budgets
and stability. Code audits provide clarity on the appropriate next steps by showing
the true condition of an application. 



The choice to leave an existing development
partner is not an easy one, and comparing the
risks of change against the costs of staying is
vital.
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We’ve listed below some of the most common reasons
companies will leave an existing development partner:

Gaps in Communication
Clear communication and clarity on next steps are critical not only to protect project budgets,
but also to ensure the end-product is in alignment with your business goals and vision.
Furthermore, when the inevitable roadblocks arise, you need to be able to work through a
decision process with a partner who can effectively and clearly communicate the impact of
each decision. Typically, gaps in communication are a leading indicator of a relationship
going sour; however, it’s not the only reason to make a change.

Expertise
For many of our clients, building custom software is only a part of their day-to-day business
and it usually isn’t their core competency. It’s for this reason that most entrepreneurs and
businesses hire development partners in the first place – to benefit from a specific set of skills
and expertise. 

When someone is looking to leave their current development partner, it is oftentimes
due to a lack of expertise or guidance that’s vital to the success of a project. We’ve
routinely seen businesses suffer from bad advice around technology choices, software
languages, frameworks, integrations, architecture and server; this tends to occur when
an inexperienced development partner suggests technologies that are only in alignment with
their own expertise rather than technologies that are best suited for the client. 


INSIGHT

If you have chosen a development partner with narrow expertise in
a limited set of technologies, it’s possible you’ve been given bad
advice, and it’s time to select a new partner who can provide
tailored guidance and utilize appropriate technologies for your
individual business goals and project vision.
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Poor Quality
Too often, we’ve inherited projects from clients who have been given poor quality code
or are suffering the effects of inadequate architecture decisions. Low-quality code and
clunky architecture (often referred to as “spaghetti code” in the industry), stunts the scalability
and maintainability of your application, ultimately putting you and your business at risk of
investing tens of thousands (or hundreds of thousands) of dollars into maintaining a failing
software platform.

General Business Requirements
Sometimes, clients need to transition away from a development partner for cost or other
non-technical reasons, such as shifts in regulations, compliance, staff size, capabilities,
business needs, management changes, personality clashes, etc. In these cases, it would be
ideal to have the opportunity to interview the current development partner to transfer project
knowledge seamlessly, but in most of these situations this simply isn’t an option. Performing
a code audit allows you to hand your new development partner a detailed assessment
of the existing software platform, which allows for more informed development moving
forward.

Code Audits are the Foundation
of a Good Business Relationship
AppIt Ventures believes that building a solid relationship with a trusted development partner is
the best way to minimize common project risks and to protect your long-term software goals.
The ideal partnership is one where:
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The Ideal Partnership is One Where:
Institutional knowledge of the business and project are protected and
preserved
Clear communication based on mutual trust allows for better decision
making during development
Boundaries around scope, timeline and budget are secure and mutually
understood

Guidance is properly given and grounded in a wide range of expertise
High-quality architecture is designed, and best-in-class coding
practices are rigorously followed
Strong relationships are built on a solid foundation of clear communication, and
mutually agreed to expectations; code audits are an excellent way to establish that
foundation. Without clear-sighted analysis of the integrity and strength of your application, it’s
all too easy to develop flawed communication and unclear expectations. 

Code audits arm your business with information essential in building a roadmap for future
development, budgeting for ongoing support and maintenance, and evaluating the quality of
work your current development partner has done. This minor investment protects the
long-term health and sustainability of your application and business.

Next Steps
Now that you’ve got a solid understanding around the benefits of a code audit, the
next step is to determine your organizational needs. If any of the benefits of audits,
or risks from lack of understanding raised concerns, we’d love to hear from you. Our
team of trained experts will be happy to provide guidance and advice specific to your
unique needs.
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Contact Info
sales@appitventures.com
303 325-2607
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